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:nmaÏke ChLUCtakatm°an Canadian i^estors, and all those interested in stock
marke,t has , fluctuations in this country. One feature which has

have advanced gener- A. done much to keep speculation within
‘commerce advanced reasonable bounds in New York, and also in Canadian
Commerce advanced bcen the extreme dearness at times oflin August, and Jeep ^ \ ^ extraordinary rate reached last week in

I until the close of th Xcw%orkr for cau loans has not been duplicated, even
F; Bail” of VlSma at a distant, in thin country, nevertheless the demand 
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BOOT ,AND SHOE AND ALLIED TRADES

. rTie action of the Quebec boot and shoe 
fafctu rers last month in coming into line with in
dividual Western manufacturers, and advancing the 
pricek of their products by 10 to 25 per cent., has been 
lived! up to, and has had the natural effect of causing 
an enhanced price to the general consumer. Before, 
while manufacturers quoted Boots and shoes at various 
degree^ of advances to retailers, as a rule the latter 

them to their customers at practically the old 
priceL During the last two yveeks, however, the 
public has had to pay the piper, and boots for 
which a month or- two âgo they paid, say $3, now 
fetch $3.50, while $4-boots sell at $475. and $5. Justi
fication for such a step is not hard to find. For months 
leather, findings, thread, and all the materials which 
enter into th ? making of a pair of boots or shoes have 
been gding ujp, while labor also has extorted a higher 
wage. In their turn, the tanners were justified for the ^ 
step they took in advancing leather by the increased 
price they, had to pay for hides, although why hides

been sio high tRis fall is somewhat difficult to .
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* 'q somj; extenf. this increased cost of boots and 
shoe $ has resulted f in a contraction pf^the demand, 
although some of :|he Toronto manufacturers report 
their business to - have bçcn even better than usual, 
taking the autumn trade as a whole. The mild 
weather has not militated so much against a good 
movement as might have been imagined, for in one 

„ way it has, resulted in increased walking and conse- 
<|uen extra call for new goods. This has shown its
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efljec in a satisfactory sorting trade, 
tiipe tliis same mildness of the season has lessened the 
demand for rubbers, though even in this, in the north- , 
&n p.arts #f the Province of Ontario 
the’ slight snow-falls, followed by thaws, have con- 
duced to a heavier call than usual for .these goods, 
thus -equalizing matters somewhat.

The prospects for a good spring trade in foot
wear are promising, and factories are busy on spring 
lines. The newly sprung-up demand for tans seems 
likely to continue, and in fact fit increase, and retail- 

will he well advised to take measures accordingly. 
Payment? are reported to he satisfactory, and to have 
improved materially during, the last few weeks.
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